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Abstract: To better reveal the pattern of corticotectal projections to the superficial layers of the
superior colliculus (SC), we made a total of ten retrograde tracer injections into the SC of three
macaque monkeys (Macaca mulatta). The majority of these injections were in the superficial
layers of the SC, which process visual information. To isolate inputs to the purely visual layers in
the superficial SC from those inputs to the motor and multisensory layers deeper in the SC, two
injections were placed to include the intermediate and deep layers of the SC. In another case, an
injection was placed in the medial pulvinar, a nucleus not known to be strongly connected with
visual cortex, to identify possible projections from tracer spread past the lateral boundary of the
SC. Four conclusions are supported by the results: 1) all early visual areas of cortex, including
V1, V2, V3, and the middle temporal area, project to the superficial layers of the SC; 2) with
the possible exception of the frontal eye field, few areas of cortex outside of the early visual
areas project to the superficial SC, although many do, however, project to the intermediate and
deep layers of the SC; 3) roughly matching retinotopy is conserved in the projections of visual
areas to the SC; and 4) the projections from different visual areas are similarly dense, although
projections from early visual areas appear somewhat denser than those of higher order visual
areas in macaque cortex.
Keywords: visual cortex, superior colliculus, frontal eye field, posterior parietal cortex, visual
system
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The superior colliculus (SC) is an important visual structure involved in maintaining
fixation, generating saccadic eye movements, and directing the head and eyes toward
objects of interest.1,2 The SC also has a role in generating defensive movements of the
head and limbs to protect against injuries.3,4 Afferent projections to the SC include
those directly from the retina, as well as those from, especially, visual and visuomotor
areas of cortex.5–9 Efferent projections include those to motor and premotor neurons
of the brainstem that are involved in head and eye movements, parts of the visual
pulvinar that provide a non-geniculate source of visual input to the cortex, and the
koniocellular layers of the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus that relay visual inputs to
V1 and several other visual areas.5,6,8 The SC is a well-laminated structure, with different layers having different inputs and outputs to cortical and subcortical areas. In
general, visual areas project to the superficial layers, while visuomotor areas project
to intermediate and deeper layers of the SC.7,9–12
In macaque monkeys, cortical projections to the SC have been demonstrated by
placing injections of anterograde tracers into various locations within visual and
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n onvisual areas of cortex,7,12,13 or by injections of retrogradely
transported tracers into the SC in order to label neurons in
cortex.14–18 Studies based on injections in the SC allow the
magnitudes and visuotopic pattern of projections of different cortical areas to be directly compared, as corticotectal
neurons in a number of areas are labeled by each injection in
the SC. There have been two comprehensive studies based on
retrograde SC injections. In the earlier study, Fries15 placed
typically large, single injections of horseradish peroxidase into
the SC of macaque monkeys and located labeled neurons in
brain sections cut in the horizontal plane. In a similar manner,
Lock et al17 injected a single fluorescent tracer, fast blue (FB)
or diamidino yellow (DY), into the SC and located labeled
cortical neurons in brain sections cut in the parasagittal plane.
Both studies illustrated patterns of corticotectal neuron distributions on a lateral view of the cerebral hemisphere15 or of an
unfolded cerebral hemisphere simulation17 that exposed cortex
within the sulci. The results of the studies are extremely valuable, in that they demonstrated projections from a number of
occipital visual areas with superficial SC injections and frontal
and parietal visuomotor areas with deeper SC injections.
In the present study, we sought to extend and complement
these earlier studies by injecting up to four of a selection
of five distinguishable retrograde tracers into separate
retinotopic locations in the SC of three macaque monkeys.
To avoid the possibility of contaminating cortex with these
injections, we aspirated part of one cerebral hemisphere so
that the contralateral SC could be visualized and injected.
Subsequently, we manually unfolded and flattened the cortex
of the hemisphere containing labeled neurons so that the flattened cortex could be cut parallel to the pial surface. These
methods avoided the contamination of the cortex with tracers
from SC injections and assured that all labeled neurons in
the cortex possessed subcortical projections.
The use of multiple tracers in the SC allowed distributions
of neurons labeled from different locations in the cortex to
be directly compared in the same hemisphere. In addition,
labeled neurons could be most accurately plotted in a surface
view of the cortex from brain sections cut parallel to the flattened surface.19 Sections processed for myelin or cytochrome
oxidase (CO) were used to help define cortical areas.

Materials and methods
Three adult macaque monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were used
in this study. The experimental procedures were approved
by the Vanderbilt University Animal Care and Use Committee and adhered to National Institutes of Health guidelines.
Each animal was anesthetized with an initial injection of
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ketamine hydrochloride (10–35 mg/kg intramuscularly) and
then intubated. Survival surgeries were performed under
2% isoflurane anesthesia using aseptic conditions.

Surgical procedures and tracer injections
For cases 1 and 2, the skull was exposed and a craniotomy was
performed to expose the dorsolateral parietal cortex of the left
hemisphere. A portion of cortex between the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and lunate sulcus was aspirated to provide access to
the contralateral SC. Injections of up to four fluorescent tracers
were placed in the right SC with a Hamilton syringe mounted
on a micromanipulator. In attempting to inject the superficial
layers of the SC, 0.2 µL of the following tracers were injected
across the SC: FB (3% in distilled water) (Molecular Probes®;
Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA); Fluororuby ([FR] 10%
in distilled water) (Molecular Probes); fluoro-emerald ([FE]
10% in distilled water) (Molecular Probes); DY (2% in 0.1 M
phosphate buffer) (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA); and
cholera toxin subunit B conjugated to fluorescein isothiocyanate green ([BFITC] 5% in distilled water) (Sigma-Aldrich).
In case 3, no aspiration was performed; instead, two injections
of FR were placed in the left SC using a Hamilton syringe
located at stereotaxic coordinates above the SC that were
informed by previous magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
performed in this animal. After the injections were placed, the
region of the cortical lesion was covered with gel foam and
the experimental cortex with a contact lens or gel film. The
skull was closed with a cap of dental cement and the skin was
sutured. The monkeys were then given analgesics and precautionary antibiotics to avoid inflammation and infection and
were carefully monitored during recovery from anesthesia.

Histology
After a 10–14 day survival period to allow for the axonal
transport of tracers and second set of unrelated mapping
experiments, the animals were given a lethal dose of sodium
pentobarbital and perfused through the heart with phosphatebuffered saline ([PBS] pH 7.4), followed by 2% paraformaldehyde in PBS, and then 2% paraformaldehyde with 10% sucrose
in PBS. The brain was removed and the cortex separated from
the brain stem and thalamus. The cortex was blocked and flattened as described in Lyon and Kaas20 and Stepniewska et al21
(Figure 1), held between two glass slides, and stored overnight
in 30% sucrose at 4°C. The brain stem and thalamus were
blocked and also stored in 30% sucrose at 4°C. The cortex
was cut parallel to the surface at a thickness of 40–50 µm on
a freezing microtome. Depending on the tracers used, and four
alternating series were mounted unstained for fluorescence
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Figure 1 Cortex flattening procedure.
Notes: (A–D) Dorsal, ventral, lateral, and medial views of the right hemisphere with
marked sulci. (E–G) The procedure used to flatten the visual cortex of the caudal
part of the hemisphere. In (F and G), thick black lines mark cuts along the calcarine
sulcus on the medial wall and the IPS on the dorsal aspect of the hemisphere. In (G),
thin black lines mark contours of opened sulci. Copyright © 2005. Oxford University
Press. Adapted from Stepniewska I, Collins CE, Kaas JH. Reappraisal of DL/V4
boundaries based on connectivity patterns of dorsolateral visual cortex in macaques.
Cereb Cortex. 2005;15(6):809–822 by permission of Oxford University Press.21
Abbreviations: CalS, calcarine sulcus; ExCalS, external CalS; IOS, inferior
occipital sulcus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; LS, lateral sulcus; LuS, lunate sulcus; OTS,
occipitotemporal sulcus; PMTS, posteromedial temporal sulcus; POS, parietooccipital sulcus; STS, superior temporal sulcus.

microscopy, processed for myelin22 or for CO.23 The brainstem
was cut coronally on a freezing microtome at a thickness of
40–50 µm. As with the cortex, a series containing every fourth
section was mounted for fluorescence microscopy. Additional
series were processed for immunohistochemistry, stained for
CO or Nissl substance, or reacted for acetylcholinesterase
(AChE),24 to reveal areal and laminar boundaries in the SC.

Data analysis
Core zones of the injections in the brainstem were outlined,
and cortical neurons labeled with fluorescent tracers were
plotted using a fluorescence Leitz microscope coupled to a
Neurolucida™ system (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) or a Leitz microscope coupled to an X, Y encoder
and a Macintosh G3 computer (Apple Inc, Cupertino, CA,
USA) running IGOR Pro™ software (WaveMetrics, Inc,
Portland, OR, USA). Blood vessels and other landmarks
were marked on the plots for alignment with sections stained
for CO, Nissl, or AChE. Injection cores were outlined and
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aligned with adjacent sections stained for CO, Nissl, or
AChE to determine the depth of the injections in relation to
the layers of the SC. Measurements of the width and depth
of each injection in relation to the SC layers were made
on coronal sections through the midbrain and then used to
reconstruct the injections sites across both the rostral–caudal
and medial–lateral extent of the SC, as depicted in the dorsal
views shown in the left hand column of Figure 2. The retinotopic map was estimated from previously published maps of
retinotopy in the SC,1 and placed on dorsal reconstructions
of injection sites based on SC landmarks. To locate labeled
neurons in relation to areal boundaries in the visual cortex,
plotted cortical sections were aligned with sections stained
for CO or myelinated fibers using blood vessels and other
major landmarks in each area. Borders between V1 and V2,
V2 and V3, and surrounding middle temporal area (MT)
were also revealed by CO and fiber staining and marked on
aligned plots. The areal borders indicated in our figures were
consistent with measurements from previous studies (MT
from Weller and Kaas;25 V2 from Olavarria and Van Essen;26
V3 from Lyon and Kaas20). The location of the cortical representation of the horizontal meridian (HM) was estimated
based on cortical landmarks. Images of the reconstructions
were created with Canvas 8 (ACD Systems International Inc,
Seattle, WA, USA) and Illustrator CS2™ (Adobe Systems
Incorporated, San Jose, CA, USA). Illustrator’s count function was used to determine the total number of cells labeled
by each tracer injection, as well as the number of cells labeled
by each tracer in individual cortical areas. Each area’s proportion of the total projection was analyzed by determining
the percentage of total labeled cells contained within the area
compared to the total labeled cells across the cortex (Tables 1
and 2). Digital photomicrographs of sections were acquired
using a Nikon DXM1200 (Nikon Instruments, Melville, NY,
USA) camera mounted on a Nikon E800 microscope (Nikon
Instruments). Images were then adjusted for contrast, saturation, and brightness with Adobe Photoshop CS2™ (Adobe
Systems Incorporated).

Results
The projections of visual cortex to the superficial SC were
determined from ten injections in three macaque monkeys.
In two cases, injections of multiple tracers into a single
SC were used to show any topography in the corticotectal
projections. The more traditional method of making a large
injection of a single tracer to fill the SC was performed in
the third case. The distributions of labeled cells resulting
from these injections were plotted in flattened cortex in order
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to demonstrate the areal and retinotopic patterns of these
projections. The manual flattening procedure used in these
cases allowed for comparisons of the distributions of labeled
neurons within the boundaries of cortical areas, as identified
by architectural stains, without the distortions inherent in
reconstructions of surface views based on serial coronal or
Case 1 injections

A

0°
+

sagittal brain sections. Thus, this technique allowed us to
compare the areal magnitudes of projections to the SC by
identifying the total number of labeled cells in each area and
comparing them with the total number of labeled cells across
the cortex for each tracer injection. This technique did lead
to a loss of precise information about the layers of the cortex
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Figure 2 Injections in cases 1 and 2.
Notes: (A and H) Top-down views of the reconstructed case 1 and case 2 injection sites in the SC. A depiction of the retinotopy of the SC was based on the maps of Kaas and
Huerta1 is superimposed over the SC. Central vision is represented rostrolaterally: + denotes the upper field, − denotes the lower field. Left is medial (m), up is rostral (r). (B–E)
Photomicrographs of the case 1 injection sites in coronal sections through the SC and pulvinar. Injection cores can be distinguished from the surrounding tissue as a brightly
fluorescing region often surrounding a small damaged region caused by the injection of each tracer. Sections were chosen to show the largest part of the injection site. (F and G)
CO and AChE sections adjacent to the pictured injection sites in case 1. Here, the location of injection cores is distinguished by the region damaged by the tracer injection. Darts
indicate the location of the DY injection core across sections. (I–L) Photomicrographs of the case 2 injection sites in coronal sections through the SC and pulvinar. (M and N)
CO sections adjacent to the injection sites in case 2. Darts indicate the location of the DY injection core across sections, while arrows mark the deeper focus of the FR injection.
Scale bar is 0.5 mm for all photomicrographs. (A) and (H) Copyright © 1988. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. This material is reproduced from Kaas J, Huerta M. The subcortical visual
system of primates. In: Steklis H, editor. Comparative primate biology. New York: Alan R. Liss, Inc; 1988;4:327–391 with permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.1
Abbreviations: AchE, acetylcholinesterase; BFITC, cholera toxin subunit B, conjugated to BFITC; CO, cytochrome oxidase; DY, diamidino yellow; FB, fast blue;
FR, Fluororuby; Pul, pulvinar; SC, superior colliculus; FE, fluoro-emerald.
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that project to the SC; however, the projections from most
of the cortex to the SC are known to come from pyramidal
cells in layer V, while layer VI of the primary visual cortex
projects subcortically to both the thalamus and SC.15,16,18 This
technique also allowed us to compare the magnitude of each
area’s projection to the SC.

Case 1 visual cortex
In case 1, four fluorescent tracers (DY, FR, BFITC, and FB)
were placed in the rostral part of the SC that represents central
vision (Figure 2A), across its mediolateral extent, in order
to show any topography in the projections from cortex. The
DY and FR injection cores partially overlapped, allowing for
uptake of either or both tracers from this zone of overlap. The
core of the FB injection was largely in the rostral SC, but also
extended into the inferior pulvinar of the thalamus, which is
known to project to early visual areas.27 While FB damaged
the SC where it was injected, its effect on the uptake of the
other tracers should be relatively limited,28 and all four tracers
clearly labeled neurons in the visual cortex.
The DY injection (Figure 2A, black) was centered on the
representation of the HM, and it included both the upper and
lower field representations. The injection core (Figure 2B)
involved the superficial layers (stratum zonale [SZ], stratum
griseum superficiale [SGS], and stratum opticum [SO]) and
some of the upper intermediate layer, the stratum griseum
intermedium (SGI), of the colliculus. Cells labeled by this
injection (Figure 3) were distributed on both sides of the
HM in V1, V2, V3, the dorsolateral area (DL or V4), and
MT, although they were more densely distributed in the
upper field. Cortical regions of the dorsomedial area (DM),
the medial superior temporal area, and the fundus of the
superior temporal sulcus also contained labeled cells, though
the borders of these areas were largely based on locations
determined in previous experimental studies.20,21,24,25 DY cells
were also found around the tip of the superior temporal sulcus
Table 1 Percent of total labeled neurons in early visual areas in
case 1

DY
FR
BFITC
FB

Total
number
of labeled
neurons

Percent
of labeled
neurons
in V1

Percent
of labeled
neurons
in V2

Percent
of labeled
neurons
in MT

Percent
of labeled
neurons
in other
areas

9,794
4,364
91
14,421

39.82
54.65
4.40
45.57

10.95
8.78
17.58
17.42

5.00
5.64
16.48
3.38

44.23
30.93
61.54
33.63

Abbreviations: BFITC, cholera toxin subunit b, conjugated to BFITC; DY,
diamidino yellow; FB, fast blue; FR, Fluororuby; MT, middle temporal area.
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Table 2 Percent of total labeled neurons in early visual areas in
case 2

FE
FR
DY
FB

Total
number
of labeled
neurons

Percent
of labeled
neurons
in V1

Percent
of labeled
neurons
in V2

Percent
of labeled
neurons
in MT

Percent
of labeled
neurons in
other areas

9,794
4,364
91
14,421

39.37
12.28
40.89
0.05

26.28
3.42
10.24
–

4.08
4.43
4.89
0.09

30.27
79.87
43.98
99.86

Abbreviations: DY, diamidino yellow; FB, fast blue; FE, fluoro-emerald; FR,
Fluororuby; MT, middle temporal area.

(STS). Labeled cells were sparsely distributed in the inferior
temporal cortex (IT). No labeled cells were detected around
the IPS, including the region of the lateral intraparietal area
(LIP), suggesting that there was no tracer uptake from the
intermediate layers of the SC. The locations of DY-filled
neurons were consistent with the retinotopic location of the
injection. The strongest projection revealed by this injection was from V1, although MT also had a high percentage
of labeled cells, given its relatively small size compared to
V1 (Table 1).
The FR injection (Figure 2A, red) was largely in the
lower field representation, with some spread across the HM
into the representation of the upper visual field. Much like
DY, this injection may have spread to the upper part of the
SGI (Figure 2D). The cores of the FR and DY injections
overlapped, especially near the representation of the HM.
FR-filled neurons (Figure 4) lie in both the upper and lower
field representations, and were concentrated in V1, V2, V3,
and MT. The distribution of backfilled neurons was sparser
near the tip of the STS and IT compared to those seen with
the DY injection. Again, the IPS was devoid of cells, suggesting that axons reaching into the SGI did not take up tracer.
Just like the DY injection, the locations of labeled neurons
in early visual areas matched the retinotopic location of the
injection. As expected, the distribution of labeled neurons
shifted medially, in V1, compared to the neurons from the
more medial SC injection (Figure 3). Most of the labeled
neurons revealed by the FR were in V1, but V2 and MT also
had high numbers of labeled neurons (Table 1).
BFITC was a small injection (Figure 2A, green), confined
to the lower visual field, that largely occupied the lower SZ,
SGS, and upper half of the SO (Figure 2C), but did not fill the
full extent of the superficial layers. While only a few labeled
cells in visual cortex were apparent, their distribution in early
visual areas did match that revealed by the other injections
in this case. No neurons filled with BFITC were found in IT,
the STS, or near the IPS. Labeled cells were confined to the
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lower field representation of central vision in V1, V2, V3,
DL, and MT. While most of the cells labeled by this injection
were outside of V1, V2, and MT (Table 1), the magnitudes
of projections from these areas was revealing. Few BFITC
cells were in V1 (Table 1), perhaps because the injection did

not include enough of the SZ and the upper SGS, the SC
layers most likely to receive inputs from V1,11,12 to indicate
the dense V1 to superficial SC projection revealed by our
other injections. V2 and MT contained more cells (Table 1),
as expected from this injection into the deeper part of the
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Figure 3 DY-labeled cells in case 1.
Notes: Black circles indicate the distribution of DY-labeled cells through the right visual cortex of case 1. Areal boundaries were determined from adjacent sections stained
for cytochrome oxidase and myelin. Thin black lines are borders determined from anatomical sections. Dashed lines indicate borders that were determined from both
anatomical sections and measurements. The finest dashed line is the horizontal meridian. Thick black lines denote tears and the edges of the block. In cortex, right is rostral,
up is medial. Scale bar is 5 mm.
Abbreviations: CS, central sulcus; DL, dorsolateral area; DM, dorsomedial area; DY, diamidino yellow; IOS, inferior occipital sulcus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; IT, inferior
temporal cortex; LIP, lateral intraparietal area; LS, lateral sulcus; LuS, lunate sulcus; MST, medial superior temporal area; MT, middle temporal area; Pul, pulvinar; SC, superior
colliculus; STS, superior temporal sulcus; d, dorsal; v, ventral.
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superficial layers.11,12 The majority of cells (Table 1) backfilled by this slightly deeper, but still superficial injection
were outside of V1, V2, and MT, in regions including V3 and
DL, again matching the pattern expected from injections at
this depth in the SC.
The final tracer placed in case 1 was an injection of FB
(Figure 2A, gray). It covered much of the rostral SC, filling
the central vision representation. The extent of this injection
in the SC was confined to the superficial layers (Figure 2E).
The core zone of uptake extended into the inferior pulvinar,
a thalamic division with known connections to early visual
and IT cortex.27 This injection likely also included some
nuclei of the pretectum, which receives projections from
V4,29 parietal areas including LIP,30 and the frontal eye field
(FEF).31 Neurons labeled by FB were densely distributed
throughout most of visual cortex (Figure 5), especially in
the lower field representation of V1 and into the STS, but
showed sparse label around the IPS. There were many more
cells labeled in IT, suggesting that IT is connected more
strongly to the inferior pulvinar than it is to the superficial
SC. Connections specific to either the SC or the pulvinar,
however, could not be distinguished.
Because multiple fluorescent tracers were used, there
were cells labeled by more than one tracer. The overlap in
injection sites was restricted to retinotopically small regions
of the SC (Figure 6). The location of double-labeled cells,
consequently, provided information about the organization of these projections from the cortex to the SC. DY/
FR double-labeled cells (Figure 6C, light blue) lay mostly
in the upper field representation and along the HM of early
visual areas, matching the area of overlap in their injection
sites. Neurons containing both FB and DY (Figure 6C, light
green) were in the upper field of V1 and V2, also matching
the location of the overlap of these injections. Only two FR/
FB double-labeled cells (Figure 6C, pink) were found in the
upper field of V1.

Case 2 visual cortex
Three fluorescent tracers (FE, FR, and DY) were injected
more laterally into the SC in case 2, thus involving
more of the lower visual field representation of the SC.
All three injections involved the rostral half of the SC,
which represents central vision. A fourth tracer, FB, was
injected in the medial pulvinar. Because this nucleus
receives projections from areas outside the early visual
cortex,32 there was little expectation that labeled FB cells
would overlap those labeled by the injections into the SC
(Figure 2H).
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Only the small FE injection was entirely confined to
the superficial layers of the colliculus (Figure 2J). It was
placed rostrolaterally in the SC in the representation of the
lower visual field (Figure 2H, green) and extended from
central vision past 5° of visual space. In the central vision
representation, this injection avoided the HM. As it extended
past 5°, this injection approached the vertical meridian (VM).
V1, V2, V3, DM, DL, and MT all contained FE-filled cells
(Figure 7, green). Only a small number of FE cells were found
in the IT cortex, indicating few connections from this part of
the cortex to the superficial SC. Almost no labeled neurons
were found in areas lining the IPS, suggesting that this FE
injection was confined to the superficial layers. Cells labeled
by the FE injection were confined to the lower field representations in visual areas of cortex, matching the retinotopic
location of the injection. Within V1, there were multiple clusters of FE-filled neurons. One cluster of FE-labeled neurons
was located in the representation of the central lower field,
between the VM and HM, matching the more central part of
the injection. The second focus of FE cells in V1 was more
peripheral, extending from central vision across 5°. As this
injection abutted the lateral edge of the SC, where the VM is
represented, the location of this patch of labeled cells along the
rostral edge of V1 was expected, since the VM is represented
along the border of V1 with V2. The retinotopic distribution of
labeled cells in V2 mirrored that of V1, with the distribution
of FE cells extending from the more peripheral VM in caudal
V2 toward the more central region between the VM and HM.
Labeled cells in DM and DL were all confined to the lower
field. In DM, these labeled cells were near the VM, while, in
DL, FE neurons extended across a broad region of the lower
field from the likely location of 5° toward the HM. In MT,
labeled cells followed the same retinotopic distribution seen
in the other visual areas. Like the DY and FR labeled cells
in case 1, the greatest number of labeled neurons was in V1,
though many labeled neurons were in V2 and MT (Table 2).
There were two foci for the FR injection (Figure 2K). The
smaller focus was in the central lower field representation,
and extended slightly across the HM representation of the
intermediate layers, SGI and stratum album intermedium
(SAI) (Figure 2H, light red). The second focus was deep in
the colliculus (Figure 2H, dark red, 2K). The FR injection that
included the intermediate SC layers resulted in labeled cells
more rostral to those labeled by the superficial FE injection
(Figure 7, red). Those labeled in the early visual areas were
distributed across the HM representation in central vision,
as predicted by the retinotopic location of this injection. This
injection labeled far more cells around the IPS than any of
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Figure 4 FR-labeled cells in case 1.
Notes: Red squares indicate the distribution of FR-labeled cells through the right visual cortex of case 1. In cortex, right is rostral, up is medial. Scale bar is 5 mm.
Abbreviations: CS, central sulcus; DL, dorsolateral area; DM, dorsomedial area; FR, Fluororuby; IOS, inferior occipital sulcus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; IT, inferior temporal
cortex; LIP, lateral intraparietal area; LS, lateral sulcus; LuS, lunate sulcus; MST, medial superior temporal area; MT, middle temporal area; Pul, pulvinar; SC, superior colliculus;
STS, superior temporal sulcus; d, dorsal; v, ventral.

those placed in the SC’s superficial layers. These scattered
cells in the posterior parietal cortex are likely the result of
tracer spread into the intermediate layers. There were far fewer
filled cells in the early visual areas; for example, V1 only
contained only 12.3% of the total number of cells (Table 2).
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The number of cells in MT was comparable to that revealed
by other injections in both cases, suggesting that this injection
did include at least the lower part of the superficial layers.
The DY injection (Figure 2H, black) was largely in the
brachium of the SC, but the core did include superficial layers
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Figure 5 FB-labeled cells in case 1.
Notes: Gray squares indicate the distribution of FB-labeled cells through the right visual cortex of case 1. In cortex, right is rostral, up is medial. Scale bar is 5 mm.
Abbreviations: CS, central sulcus; DL, dorsolateral area; DM, dorsomedial area; FB, fast blue; IOS, inferior occipital sulcus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; IT, inferior temporal
cortex; LIP, lateral intraparietal area; LS, lateral sulcus; LuS, lunate sulcus; MST, medial superior temporal area; MT, middle temporal area; Pul, pulvinar; SC, superior colliculus;
STS, superior temporal sulcus; d, dorsal; v, ventral.

of the rostrolateral SC and the inferior pulvinar (Figure 2I).
The zone of the injection in the SC was in the central lower
field representation and extended slightly across the HM.
DY-filled cells were scattered across the cortex (not shown).
There was, however, a concentration of cells in the central
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vision representation near the HM, matching the part of the
injection that was placed in the SC. Labeled areas again
included V1, V2, V3, and MT. Much like the FE injection,
the label in V1 appeared to be slightly heavier than other
areas. MT label was also relatively dense in comparison to
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Figure 6 Double-labeled cells in case 1.
Notes: (A) Distribution of single-labeled cells through the right visual cortex of case 1. In cortex, right is rostral, up is medial. (B) Top-down view of the reconstructed case
1 injection sites in the SC. Left is medial, up is rostral. (C) Distribution of double-labeled cells through the right visual cortex of case 1. Scale bar is 5 mm.
Abbreviations: CS, central sulcus; DL, dorsolateral area; DY, diamidino yellow; FB, fast blue; FR, Fluororuby; IOS, inferior occipital sulcus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus;
IT, inferior temporal cortex; LIP, lateral intraparietal area; LS, lateral sulcus; LuS, lunate sulcus; MST, medial superior temporal area; MT, middle temporal area; Pul, pulvinar;
SC, superior colliculus; STS, superior temporal sulcus; d, dorsal; v, ventral.

the other areas. IT projected densely to the injected region;
however, because the injection was large and spread into
the brachium and inferior pulvinar the exact target of these
projections could not be distinguished.
An injection of FB was placed into the medial division
of the pulvinar complex (Figure 2H, gray, and 2L). Previous studies showed that this part of the thalamus projects
to IT cortex, areas in the STS, and other rostral areas of the
brain.27,32 Unlike in the SC injections, 99.86% of cells were
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outside of early visual areas (Table 2). Most areas were
almost completely devoid of FB-filled cells (Figure 7, gray),
but many labeled cells were seen around the IPS and lateral
sulcus. Furthermore, label in ventral IT was heavier than that
resulting from the other injections in this case.

Case 3 visual cortex
In case 3 (not shown), two injections of FR covered all of
the layers of the SC, including the deep stratum griseum
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Note: In cortex, right is rostral, up is medial. Scale bar is 5 mm.
Abbreviations: DL, dorsolateral area; DM, dorsomedial area; FB, fast blue; FE, fluoro-emerald; FR, Fluororuby; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; IT, inferior temporal cortex;
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profundum and stratum album profundum that had not been
injected in previous cases. The more medial of these injections included the central gray. Both injections were into the
periphery of the visual representation. The more lateral of
the two extended from 5° in the upper field, across the HM,
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to 60° in the lower field. The medial injection was confined
mostly in the upper field representation, from 10° to around
40° of visual space, before crossing into the central gray.
Unlike cases 1 and 2, no aspiration of cortex was performed;
rather, the syringe was guided through occipital cortex using
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stereotaxic measurements taken from MRI images of the animal made for another study.33 Some tracer was deposited in
V1 as the needle was removed. This contamination of visual
cortex is likely only enough to reveal local connections, but
it cannot be ruled out that some of the FR-filled cells were
labeled as a result of the tracer left in V1 rather than of the
tracer that was directly injected into the SC.
There were a large number of FR-filled cells within V1.
Intrinsic connections that may have been labeled as a result
of V1 contamination during the injection could not be distinguished from those resulting from projections to the SC.
Outside of V1, however, the pattern of projections was different from that revealed by our more superficial injections
in cases 1 and 2. While other early visual areas did contain
FR-filled cells, far more were located in parietal cortex.
Neurons were labeled on either side of the IPS, though not in
the fundus. Unlike our superficial injections, these FR injections led to extensive labeling around the STS. The expansion
of label into the regions of the IPS and STS suggest that the
intermediate and deep layers of the colliculus receive more
input from visuomotor areas in the parietal cortex and multimodal sensory areas around the STS than do the superficial
layers. Since we could not determine which FR-backfilled
neurons were filled as a result of the injections into the SC
and which resulted from tracer contamination in V1, we did
not examine the density of projections in this case.

Case 1 frontal cortex
The only area outside of the visual cortex and posterior
parietal cortex that contained label after injection of tracers
into the SC was the FEF of the frontal cortex (Figure 8). Like
visual areas of cortex, the visuomotor area FEF is topographically arranged, with central vision being represented laterally
and peripheral vision medially.34 Both DY and FR injections
overlapped in the colliculus, and, as a result, neurons labeled
by these injections overlapped in the FEF (Figure 8C and D
for DY alone, and E for FR alone). Most of the cells labeled
by these injections were concentrated along the arcuate sulcus, lateral to the tip of the principal sulcus. The DY-filled
neurons covered a larger extent of the arcuate sulcus, likely
due to the larger medial–lateral spread of this injection. The
location of the FR- and DY-filled cells appeared to be roughly
topographically matched to the retinotopic location of the
SC injections. The widespread FB injection covered the
rostral half of the SC, but was too superficial to label many
neurons in the FEF. The FB labeled cells resulting from the
injection were slightly anterior to cells labeled by the FR
and DY injection (Figure 8C), but also centered laterally
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(Figure 8F). There were also cells labeled by the FB injection
outside of the FEF in the lower bank of the principal sulcus.
The widespread FB injection spread into the pretectum and
the caudal pulvinar. Labeled neurons in two locations of the
lateral prefrontal cortex were likely labeled by the spread
of the tracers into the pulvinar.6,31 As with visual cortex, the
retinotopic location of double-labeled cells roughly matched
the location of overlap of the injections (Figure 8G).

Discussion
Injections of multiple tracers in the superficial layers of
the SC of macaques revealed that V1, V2, V3, and MT all
project to the superficial three layers of the SC, the SZ, SGS,
and SO. When an injection was confined to the superficial
layers of the SC, only a small number of filled cells were
found in IT, and no labeled neurons were found in the
posterior parietal cortex. Outside of the visual cortex, the
FEFs also contained cells labeled by injections of tracers in
the superficial and upper intermediate layers of the SC. The
connections from the visual cortex to the SC appeared to
maintain at least a rough retinotopic matching. Those from
FEF to SC also appeared to have some topography, though
the projections from the FEF may be more loosely arranged
than those from the early visual areas. V1 contributed most
of the corticotectal projections, with V2 providing the next
highest projection. The magnitude of each visual area’s
corticotectal projection varied across tracers, most likely
reflecting the differences in tracer uptake and the laminar
and sublaminar locations of the injection cores. V1 and
V2 project the most superficially, with other visual areas
projecting deeper in the SC.11

Pattern of corticotectal projections
The primary source of cortical input to the superficial layers of the SC comes from early visual areas. This result is
consistent with the results of earlier studies, based on the
smaller, more superficial injections of Lock et al.17 Injections
of multiple tracers in the superficial layers of the SC in New
World monkeys35 and prosimian galagos36 revealed a pattern
of projections coming from areas V1, V2, V3, DM, DL (or
V4), and the MT complex. Taking these results as a whole, we
conclude that all early visual areas project to the superficial
SC of primates. This pattern of projections is indicated by
solid lines in Figure 9.
Only a few cells in the IT cortex were labeled by our
injections into the SC; however, a large number of cells in
the IT cortex were labeled by injections that involved part
of the pulvinar (Figures 5 and 7, gray). In the New World
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Notes: (A) Cortical region denoted as frontal cortex in macaques is indicated by dotted line. (B) Top-down view of the reconstructed case 1 injection sites in the SC. Left is
medial, rostral is up. (C) Distribution of cells through the frontal cortex in case 1. Areal boundaries were determined from adjacent sections stained for cytochrome oxidase
and myelin. The depths of the central and principal sulci are shaded in light gray. (D–F) Closer view of cells labeled by each tracer around the arcuate sulcus. (G) Closer view
of double-labeled cells in the boxed region. In cortex, right is rostral, up is medial. Scale bar is 5 mm.
Abbreviations: AS, arcuate sulcus; CgS, cingulate sulcus; CS, central sulcus; DL, dorsolateral area; DY, diamidino yellow; FB, fast blue; FEF, frontal eye field; FR, Fluororuby; IPS,
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monkeys35 and prosimians,36 few neurons in IT were labeled
by SC injections. We could not exclude IT cortex as a source
of inputs to the superficial SC. Any projection from this
region to the upper layers of the SC, however, would be weak.
The somewhat uncertain connections between the IT cortex
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and superficial SC layers is indicated with a dashed line in
Figure 9.
Clearly, there were more labeled cells in the cortex surrounding the IPS in cases where an injection was centered
in the SGI and SAI of the SC (Figure 7, red). The same
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region of the IPS in macaque monkeys and the comparable
part of the posterior parietal cortex of the New World monkeys35 and galagos36 was labeled when the tracer injection
extended, even if only slightly, into the intermediate layers in other studies. The projections of IPS cortex to the
intermediate layers of the SC may relate to the role of the
SC in gaze shifts37 or defensive movements.4,38 Previous
anterograde tracer studies in macaques revealed projections from both the FEF and the LIP of the IPS terminate
in the intermediate layers of the SC.7,9,39 In addition to the
LIP region, other regions of cortex around the IPS appear
to project to the SC. In our cases, we cannot exclude a possible projection of IPS areas to the superficial SC due to
spread of the tracer injections to include the upper part of
the intermediate layers of the SC (Figure 9). Further studies
of more focused injections will differentiate between these
two projections.
Our results also revealed a connection between the
frontal cortex and SC (Figure 8); however, in many of our
injections, it was quite difficult to tell if the core of tracer
uptake extended only into the deepest part of the superficial
layers (through SO), or if it crossed into the uppermost part

DM

of SGI, the uppermost intermediate layer of the SC. The
intermediate SC in macaques receives projections from
the FEF9,33,39 and, although not identified as such, the label
around the arcuate sulcus in early macaque studies probably
was in the FEF,15 and these injections likely included the
intermediate layers of the SC. In titi (Callicebus moloch),
owl (Aotus trivirgatus), and marmoset (Callithrix jacchus)
monkeys, the FEF region was consistently labeled after SC
injections that included the uppermost part of the intermediate SC layers.35 Evidence for FEF projections to the SC
in galagos is less clear; connections from the frontal cortex
have been identified, though they do not appear confined
to the physiologically defined FEF.36 Furthermore, tracer
injections placed into the FEF of galagos failed to label
terminations in the SC.40 In other primates, FEF projects
mainly onto the intermediate layers, though terminals were
labeled in SO.31 Thus, the cells in FEF that were backfilled
by our injections may indicate projections from the FEF to
the deepest part of SO, as well as the intermediate layers of
the SC, but the lack of DY and FR label around the IPS in
case 1 (Figures 3 and 4) suggested that tracer uptake from
the intermediate layers was weak. Thus, in Figure 9, we have
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Figure 9 A summary of the projections from cortical areas to the superficial and intermediate layers of the SC.
Notes: In macaques, V1 has the densest connections to the superficial SC, but V2, V3, DM, DL/V4, and MT all have significant projections as well. IT has weak connections
to the SC, if any. FEF projects to both the superficial and intermediate layers, while areas around the IPS project to the intermediate layers of the SC.
Abbreviations: DL, dorsolateral area; DM, dorsomedial area; FEF, frontal eye field; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; IT, inferior temporal cortex; MT, middle temporal area; PAG,
periaqueductal gray; SAI, stratum album intermedium; SAP, stratum album profundum; SGI, stratum griseum intermedium; SGP, stratum griseum profundum; SGS, stratum
griseum superficiale; SO, stratum opticum; SZ, stratum zonale; SC, superior colliculus.
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indicated projections from the FEF to both the superficial
and intermediate layers of the SC.
As in previous reports on both macaques and New World
monkeys,15,17,35 no neurons were labeled in the anterior
parietal cortex, multimodal areas of the superior temporal
cortex, or frontal cortex outside of the FEF after superficial
SC injections.
In summary, all studied primates have projections from
the early visual areas to the superficial SC layers. The areas
of the posterior parietal cortex that connect to the colliculus
project more strongly to the intermediate layers. The FEF
projects mainly to the intermediate layers in New and Old
World monkeys, but the FEF does not appear to connect to
any layer of the SC in galagos.36,40 This suggests a general
pattern of projections across primates with specific connections from the FEF to the SC in anthropoid monkeys.

Topography of corticotectal projections
Since the SC and early visual cortical areas are retinotopically organized, it is not surprising to find that corticotectal
projections maintain a rough topography. Our results,
however, are the first to reveal this in macaque monkeys
by injection of multiple anatomical tracers into a single
colliculus. The same procedure has been used in both New
World monkeys35 and galagos.36 In all of these species,
projection patterns from early cortical visual areas to the
SC are retinotopically matched. From these results, we can
conclude that the retinotopy of the superficial SC is not only
the result of the direct retinal inputs, but is also reinforced
by cortical inputs.

Magnitude of corticotectal projections
All early visual areas project to the superficial SC, but their
projections were not of the same magnitude. In macaques,
V1 contains the highest percentage of labeled cells as a result
of injections into the SZ, SGS, and SO of the SC (Tables 1
and 2). The relative magnitude of the V1 projection is indicated by line thickness in the summary figure (Figure 9). V1
projections in marmoset and titi monkeys represented about
18%–30% of the total corticotectal projections revealed in
each of these species, larger than any other single area.35
V1 has similarly strong projections to the superficial SC in
prosimian galagos.36 The higher magnitude of connections
between V1 and the superficial colliculus compared to other
cortical areas reflects the large size of V1 as well as the
density of its projecting neurons. A strong projection from
V1 suggests that there is a large amount of relatively unprocessed visual information being sent directly to the colliculus,
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perhaps to influence visuomotor behaviors. Surprisingly,
lesioning or inactivating V1 appears to have little effect on
neurons in the superficial SC, but disrupts visual responses
in deeper layers.41
MT also had relatively dense projections to the superficial
SC in comparison to other early visual areas of macaque
monkeys (Tables 1 and 2). If all early visual areas project
to the colliculus with a similar density, then the number of
cells labeled in MT should be considerably lower than those
labeled in V1, since V1 contains more neurons and occupies
a larger portion of the cortical surface. MT is about 7% of the
size of V1 in macaques,25 and, as seen here, about 5% of the
total number of cells labeled by injections into the superficial
SC were found in MT. Thus, the magnitude of the projection from MT to the SC is about what would be expected if
projecting neurons were equally distributed in MT and V1. In
contrast, the density of MT-projecting neurons was found to
be higher than expected in New World monkeys. In all three
species of New World monkeys tested, the number of labeled
neurons in MT was outmatched only by the magnitudes of V1
and V2 projections.35 In New World monkeys, MT is about
10% the size of V1,42,43 and, rather than containing about 10%
of labeled cells compared to V1, MT contained about 33%
to 50% of the number of cells labeled in V1 after retrograde
tracer injections in the SC.35 Although projections from MT
to the SC terminate somewhat deeper than those from V1,11
and injections may not have equally involved both injection
zones, this likely means that, in New World monkeys, the
density of cells projecting from MT is considerably higher
than most other early visual areas because a larger pool of its
smaller total number of cells projects to the SC. The reason
for this difference is unclear.
In galagos, the magnitude of the MT projection appears
very different from that seen in the anthropoid primates. In
these prosimians, the majority of inputs from the MT complex
to the superficial SC came from the medial superior temporal
area and fundus of the superior temporal sulcus, rather than
MT itself.36 A larger number of backfilled neurons in MT of
galagos was found only when the injections included more
of the intermediate layers of the SC, and even then the magnitude of these projections remained less than those seen in
New World35 and Old World monkeys (Tables 1 and 2). Thus,
the proportional contribution of cortical projections to the
SC appears to be variable across primate taxa, even though
the proportional size of MT to V1 remains about 7%–10%.
Lesions of MT in macaques reduce or eliminate the responsiveness of SC neurons to motion if a target in the receptive
field moves relative to the background.44,45
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Conclusion
There is a general pattern of projections from the visual
cortex to the superficial SC in all primates. While the visual
areas projecting to the visual layers of the SC are similar,
there is a variable proportion of projections from MT to
the SC across primate taxa. Additionally, the visuomotor
area FEF is added to the complement of areas projecting
to the deepest part of SO and into the intermediate areas in
anthropoid primates. Finally, only injections that include the
intermediate and deep layers of the SC result in labeled cells
in the cortex around the IPS and STS in all primate species.
The cortical inputs to the SC are, of course, important in that
they provide visual information that influences the SC outputs
to the visual thalamus and pretectum and provide sensory
signals that are translated into motor signals that guide eye
and head movements so that gaze is directed toward objects
of interest.46,47
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